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There is a boy named Little Babaji.
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Little Babaji lives with Mamaji and Papaji.
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Mamaji makes a red coat and blue pants for Little Babaji.
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Papaji gets Little Babaji an umbrella and shoes.

Little Babaji goes for a walk in the jungle wearing his new clothes.
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Little Babaji meets a tiger.

The tiger says, "I will eat you up."

Little Babaji gives the tiger his coat.

The tiger smiles.
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Little Babaji meets another tiger.

The tiger says, "I will eat you up."

Little Babaji gives the tiger his pants.

The tiger smiles.
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Little Babaji meets another tiger.

The tiger says, "I will eat you up."

Little Babaji gives the tiger his shoes.

The tiger smiles.
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Little Babaji meets another tiger.

The tiger says, "I will eat you up."

Little Babaji gives the tiger his umbrella.

The tiger smiles.
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Little Babaji cries because the tigers have his new clothes.

The tigers fight over the new clothes.
The tigers hold onto each other's tail around a tree.
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Little Babaji picks up his new clothes and walks home.
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The tigers are angry.

The tigers will not stop holding each other's tails.

The tigers run around the tree.
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The tigers run so quickly that they turn into butter.
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Papaji takes the butter home for Mamaji.
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Mamaji cooks pancakes with the butter.
Mamaji, Papaji, and Little Babaji sit down

and eat the pancakes.
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